October 21, 2021
Dear Shearith Israel family,
Happy 1021 2021 to all! Hey, wait a minute! This part of the weekly email is
supposed to be devoted to data on Covid-19 disease rates, recommendations of
the Covid-19 Working Group, and a general comment or two about how services
and synagogue life more generally are faring. I’m deviating this week to offer a
happy and fun number for two reasons: First, the “canceling” discussion below is
a bit of a downer, and we need to book-end it with happy. Second, and blessedly,
there isn’t so much to report on the Covid-19 front. Services this past Shabbat, all
outdoors, were full(ish), safe, and wonderful. Rabbi Soloveichik’s in-person Friday
Night Lights talk was superb. Reverend Edinger’s implementation of a special
Kiddush on Shabbat morning, honoring our daily minyan attendees, included an
assortment of herring that pleased not only Rabbi Soloveichik (with the Jewish
equivalent of sushi) but all of us. It was safe and fun! Come this Shabbat; let’s be
chilly, and happy, and safe, together.
Jewish months: a postscript. Responding to my email of last week, several
congregants and friends offered suggestions as to why Jews never adopted
Hebrew names for the months of the Jewish year. Respectfully, none of the
explanations is compelling. Independently, Guy Reiss observed the interesting fact
that some the English names for many of the months are akin to the Babylonian
counting of months. So for example September begins with the prefix “Sept”, or
seven in Latin, and this coincides with the Jewish calendar/Babylonian name for
the month, since Tishrei (the seventh month) almost always falls in September.
October – ah beautiful October – contains the prefix “Oct”, or eight (again in
Latin), which is similar to Marheshvan being the eighth month.
The answer for the English-named months is that the Gregorian calendar, which
we now follow for secular purposes (and have been since when?), is based on the
Roman calendar. And the Roman calendar followed a complicated and not very
clever 12-month lunar-based cycle that began naming months in March. What
later became the months named “January” and “February” were not named in
antiquity because the weather during those months was cold, and, as such, the
government and military weren’t active; no one thought it was important to have
named months (!). So if March is month one then, indeed, September is seven,
October is eight, November is nine, and December is ten. So Guy’s observation is
a keen one, but it doesn’t shed any light on my question about why Jewish months

have Babylonian names. There is a really good answer. I’m holding open the polls
for another week. THINK people!
Canceling canceling, alliteratively. Beth and I have been mildly obsessed with the
inexpensive British TV service BritBox, at least we were in the
deep-Pandemic-months. We tended to watch episodes of one crime or detective
show set in Oxford or Cambridge, England until we tired of the formula – only to
move on to another crime or detective show set in Oxford or Cambridge with a
different cast but a very similar formula. I once read a funny critique of these
shows – wondering how there was anyone left in these small towns, since there
could be 2, 3, 4 murders per episode, and combining all the shows of this ilk totals
A LOT of murders. These thoughts come to mind when reading the Torah parshiot
of our Matriarchs (Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Leah) and Patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob) in our current crazy climate of casual cancelation.
Just look at our M/Ps, straight out of the Bible’s literal mouth. Sarah despised
Hagar, abused her (the Torah’s word in translation, not mine), and then caused her
to be rendered homeless (ch. 16). Rebekah lied to her husband and aided and
abetted her son Jacob’s fraud on his father Isaac (ch. 27). Both Abraham (twice)
and Isaac prevaricated about their relationships with their respective wives,
passing them off as mere sisters and permitting them to be abducted and placed
in harems (chs. 12, 20, 26). Jacob deceived both brother and father (chs. 26-27).
Rachel and Leah pulled a dishonorable switch-er-oo on Jacob, forcing him to
marry both sisters and to wait seven extra years to marry his first love (ch. 29). In
today’s climate of instant and insane intolerance, all of these are cancellable
offenses, no doubt.
The campaign I announced in June – to cancel our culture of cancellation – is
gaining ground. I strongly suspect that its momentum has absolutely nothing to
do with my personal campaign or emails. But isn’t the short-sighted lunacy of the
over-reaction made most clear when analyzing our parshiot? No one today, no
matter how righteous, can hold a candle to our M/Ps in terms of moral fortitude
and uprightness. It is, indeed, fundamental to our religion that we learn from our
righteous yet flawed M/Ps, both the good and the less-good, but continue to
venerate them, invoke them in our prayers, and use them as role models for
ourselves and our children. The saying, that the conduct of our M/Ps are learning
moments for our generation still (maaseh avot siman lebanim), has deep and
abiding roots in Judaism. These pivotal tenets would need to be ignored in the
post-modern madness of marginalization. No one is white-washing our M/Ps.

Indeed, some of our greatest commentators take them to task for some of the
conduct the Torah so bravely shows us. See for example Nachmanades’s
courageous, and rightly famous, statement:
“Know that Abraham our father unintentionally committed a great sin by
bringing his righteous wife to a stumbling-block of sin on account of his fear
for his life. He should have trusted that God would save him and his wife
and all his belongings for God surely has the power to help and to save.”
Paul Revere and the Raiders sang the following angry lyrics in The Shape of Things
To Come:
There's a new sun rising up angry in the sky
There's a new voice crying we're not afraid to die
Let the old world make believe it's blind and deaf and dumb
But nothing can change the shape of things to come
The problem with the smugness and arrogance of our cancel culture is that it is
indiscriminate in its condemnation, lacks any moral guideposts of its own, and in
the end is contentless. It is negative with no positive program. It is Nietzsche,
expressing at the end of his lectures that, thus far hath human knowledge
progressed, but without any constructive philosophy to his name and with
shameful progeny. The Shape of Things To Come came out in 1968. For 50 years it
has had, well, zero impact. The song’s lyrics are similarly contentless and in the
end incoherent. (That does not detract from its great R&R drive and melody.)
Compare this to the legacy of the unequalled Paddy Moloney, who co-founded
and led the Irish folk-rock group The Chieftains (we mourned his passing last
week). Their songs are terrific – and on the whole life-affirming and fun. They will
stay with us. (Relatedly, thanks to a new commenter, Kim Amzallag, especially for
reminding us of another positive 1960s sentiment, the then-neologism
“fantabulous”, which we know from Van Morrison’s classic of that
era, Moondance.)
No doubt I am missing something. If you think I am, please feel free to email me
and disagree. But it does seem to me, as our daughter Tess has soundly explains,
that the hair-trigger, intolerant reaction of literally wiping out the past because of
wrongs perceived by the brilliance of hindsight not only disserves those canceled
but those who join in the vicious retrospective slaughter of reputations.
Cancellation deprives those who have sinned of the chance to repent. There are

few things less Jewish. And those witnessing earlier acts that we now wish to
condemn, from the safe distance of history, can never learn how to live full and
meaningful lives by emulating – and with a life-time of effort possibly improving
upon – our ancestors’ conduct if the conduct is lost and unremembered by being
blotted out of our collective memory. That too is deeply antagonistic to our
religion. The broken clock that is cancelation isn’t right even twice a day.
George Santayana – about whom I had a different comment last year (see my
email of Nov. 12, 2020) – said that “those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it”. We have ancient Hebrew equivalents (any takers, for
one point each?). In any case, either we need to cancel our M/Ps, in which case
we are not only foolish but doomed, or we need to cancel our cancel culture, in
which case we can try to get back to the hard task of venerating and learning from
the past. Our lore, liturgy, and learning give us innumerable examples of
respectful disagreement. It appears on nearly every one of the 5,422 pages of the
(Babylonian) Talmud (notwithstanding our Rabbi’s attack on the group of Beit
Shammai adherents in his masterful, in-person class this past Shabbat afternoon).
Respectful disagreement is one of our most cherished traditions. It won’t be
canceled. Ever.
Half-Full Report.
Let’s Go Kite a Check. Ok, maybe those aren’t the exact lyrics in Let’s Go Fly a
Kite from Mary Poppins. But the discussion above prompts the need for another
happy tune. And in discussing the kiting of a check, I’m giving Jim Nuzzo two full
marks for cogently analyzing the back-dating and post-dating check discussion in
last week’s email. Jim’s point is that in each case – whether to prohibit
back-dating or to permit post-dating – there is a heavy dollop of intent to be
discerned on the part of the actor, whether to mislead, or deceive, or deprive
payees or creditors of funds that should be available for the payment of a debt.
The discernment of intent is not a fool-proof test, but it’s likely the best the
common law (as opposed to the brilliance of the Talmud) can give us -- and in any
case it’s the one I was thinking of. Kudos Jim.
Preserving Paved Paradise. Support for the fundraiser has been truly welcome
but, as of now, insufficient. I fully understand if the strains of the year are
preventing our doing all we want with Paved Paradise. Here is the link to help if
you can. Last call. It is still among the most special of places – and it will remain
that way in some form.

Reimagining Paved Paradise. I admit: The challenges we are facing in financing
the needed preservation and maintenance of Paved Paradise may impede –
temporarily – my own notion of how to turn the space into a true money maker:

Maybe instead we will do what our Segan, Karen Daar, envisages:

Thank you all. Bless us all. Shabbat shalom.
Louis Solomon, Parnas

